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Particle shape and size are main factors influencing particle breakage. Single-particle breakage tests were conducted on irregular
magnetite ore using modified drop weight impact equipment to analyze the effect of shape and size on specific breakage energy. A
method to measure the effective breakage energy is presented. Ore particles with different sphericities and different sizes were
broken into several fragments with differing impact energies in the tests. Experimental studies indicate that the shape of particles
significantly influences the impact loading mode and breakage progress; the specific breakage energy has an obvious relationship
with the sphericity and the initial size. 0e specific breakage energy decreases with larger initial loading area. 0e particle needs
less specific breakage energy if the shape or placement state is more conducive to tensile fracture. 0ere is an increase in specific
breakage energy corresponding to an increase in particle sphericity with fixed initial size range. With the increase in the initial size
of the particle, the specific breakage energy decreases with fixed sphericity range, which presents a power function with the
exponent −0.5. 0e comprehensive relationship between specific breakage energy, particle sphericity, and initial size was
established, showing that the input power of the crushing machinery and the optimization of crushing technology should be
performed with consideration of the influence of particle shape and initial size to reduce specific energy consumption and improve
energy efficiency.

1. Introduction

Ore breakage is one of the main concerns in the mine
production process; that is, particle size is reduced and
minerals are disintegrated by energy. 0e amount of energy
used for ore breakage is much smaller than that consumed in
the motion of the ore andmachine and the heat generated by
friction [1]. 0e energy needed to break a unit mass of ore is
defined as specific breakage energy, which has a close re-
lationship with ore properties. 0e parameters of crushing
machinery and technology could be designed reasonably if
the specific breakage energy is ascertained; thus, it is im-
portant to research the relationship between specific
breakage energy and ore properties.

Single-particle breakage under impact has been a
common method of studying ore breakage because it can
reduce the frictional dissipation to the lowest value and void

the energy loss caused by particle interaction. Several kinds
of test apparatuses of single-particle impact breakage have
been developed, such as the drop weight tester (DWT),
pendulum tester, rotary breakage tester in Julius
Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre (JKMRC), Hopkinson
bar, and others [2, 3]. Compared with other devices, the
DWT has the best flexibility for adjustment of energy pa-
rameters, including the hammer mass and impact height or
velocity, and it is easy to use for experiments without the
limitation of the shape and initial size. In addition, the DWT
has a coincident strain-rate range with mechanical breakage,
so it is popular for testing ore breakage characteristics
[2,4–7]. One of the main functions of DWT tests is to obtain
an ore competence indicator (A·b), but this requires 15
experiments with five size fractions of ore and three energy
levels in the test standardized by the Julius Kruttschnitt
Mineral Research Centre [8], which results in a significant
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workload and is time consuming in preparing more than 360
particles for one test. If the theoretical relationship between
specific breakage energy and ore properties is ascertained, it
is possible to predict the energy needed to crush a particle
and calculate the specific breakage energy of ore in different
size ranges. 0en, the number of tests could be reduced. As
with a certain kind of ore, the shape and size are the main
factors influencing specific energy and breakage results in
individual impact tests [7]. During ore processing, the
particles are irregular with greatly varying shapes and
initial sizes, so the difference between the experimental
values and virtual values of breakage energy can be reduced
to carry out individual impact tests using irregular parti-
cles, which helps improve the accuracy of the design of
technology parameters. 0e particle shape affects the
loading modes and breakage process, resulting in the
change of breakage characteristics and energy character-
istics [9, 10]. 0e impact breakage characteristics of non-
spherical coal were studied by Zheng et al. [11] using
discrete element method (DEM) simulation with the
parallel-bond model of primary particles. 0e results
demonstrate that with increasing coal sphericity, the
maximum force and breakage ratio increase under face
loading but decrease under edge loading or vertex loading
and that a small change in coal sphericity can cause obvious
variations in breakage patterns. Similar results were ob-
tained by Liu et al. [12], who used a granular dynamics
model containing the adhesive option with no plastic
deformation in discrete element simulations to study the
breakage of spherical, cuboidal, and cylindrical agglom-
erates. 0is study showed that the breakage ratios approach
0.32 under cuboidal face, cylindrical end, and cylindrical
side impacts and that the breakage ratios approach 0.18
under cuboidal edge, cuboidal corner, and cylindrical
corner impacts; the authors insisted that the reason for
these phenomena is that the difference in loading area
makes the difference in the wall forces that work on ag-
glomerates. According to the investigation of Afshar et al.
[13], the breakage strength of bulky construction particles
(sphericity varies from 0.8 to 0.84) is higher than that of
elongated construction particles (sphericity varies from 0.7
to 0.74); thus, the bulky particles have a lower degree of
breakage under the same compression conditions and they
consume a higher energy density to have the same frag-
mentation results as the elongated particles. In a recent
study by Yan et al. [14], it was observed that the difference
in rock shape and impact angle can result in a great dif-
ference in loading mode and breakage results for reinforced
concrete slabs. Yan et al. [14] used an ellipsoid to describe a
falling rock approximately, and impact angles were defined
as the angles between the longest axis and the impact di-
rection, and they found that the impact parameters increase
with rock sphericity if the impact angles are 0° and 45°, but
the trend is contrary if the impact angle is 90°. 0e impact
parameters include the maximum impact force, impact
pulse, and displacement of concrete. It can be seen from the
previous literature that the variation in shape can cause a
change in particle breakage characteristics; we believe that
it affects the specific energy that is required for breakage as

well. Although studies on the effect of shape on breakage
energy are scarce, this assumption was demonstrated by
Unland and Al-Khasawneh [15] in their investigation of the
shape effect on breakage energy and energy efficiency with
single-particle tests on limestone. 0ey found that the
specific breakage energy of cuboidal particles varies from
2.4 to 2.5 J/g, which is approximately 1.5 times larger than
that of acicular and plate-shaped particles and that the area
of new surface produced by unit breakage energy increases
with the increase in elongation and flatness of the initial
particles. 0e drop weight impact tests conducted by
Norraziah et al. [16] also reflected that flaky pegmatite
needs less energy than equidimensional pegmatite to be
fragmented at the same degree.

Apart from particle shape, the particle size has significant
influence on breakage behavior. 0e established energy
models include the relationship between specific energy and
particle size [17–21]; that is, the specific energy decreases
with increasing particle size. However, the total input energy
per unit mass is used as the specific breakage energy here,
which is greater than the virtual specific energy that is ac-
tually consumed during crushing. 0e change regulation of
specific energy with particle size and the question of specific
energy were validated by Tavares [5] who conducted single-
particle breakage tests under drop weight impact. 0e later
study conducted by Banini [22] reported the size effect on
particle breakage with eight types of ore and concluded that
because of the higher crack density in large initial particles,
the specific breakage energy of large initial particles is lower
than that of small initial particles.

0e shape and size are important physical properties of
particles; in past research, the influences of shape and size on
particle breakage were analyzed, respectively, and studies on
shape effect gave priority to qualitative discussion. However,
there are few investigations on the comprehensive effects of
irregular particle shape and size on specific breakage energy,
and no quantitative relationships among specific breakage,
particle shape, and initial size were found in the past, which
makes it difficult to guide ore dressing in plants considering
the combined effects of particle shape and size. In the present
study, the influence of particle shape and size on specific
breakage energy and the relationship among them are in-
vestigated. For this purpose, single-particle impact breakage
tests on irregular magnetite ore particles were carried out
with the modified DWT that is used to measure the effective
breakage energy, assisted by use of a high-speed camera that
recorded the ore fracture process.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Magnetite Ore. Irregular magnetite ore was chosen as
the experimental material, and the samples were obtained
from Shuichang Open Pit of Shoudu Steel Company in
North China. 0e uniaxial compressive strength of mag-
netite ore varied from 90.5 to 124.1MPa, the tensile strength
varied from 8.0 to 11.3MPa, the average density was
3.26×103 kg/m3, and the average grade of the magnetic iron
was 28.03%. 0e samples were washed and air-dried; the
mass of the dry samples was 55–1082 g (Figure 1).
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2.2. Material Parameters

2.2.1. Shape Parameter. Sphericity is a common shape pa-
rameter used to describe the space morphology of irregular
particles [10, 11, 13, 14].0e formula of sphericity is given by

ψ �

��
lh

L2
3



, (1)

where ψ is the sphericity of the particle, l the maximum
width, h the maximum thickness, and L the maximum
length. 0e length, width, and thickness are easily measured
as basic sizes to estimate particle shape [23, 24]. 0e re-
lationship of the three size parameters is L≥ l≥ h, and their
direction is perpendicular to each other in space.

Sphericity is defined as the proximity extent to the
sphere; the sphericity of a particle is no greater than 1—the
smaller the sphericity is, the closer the particle shape is to
flaky, acicular, or long columnar. 0e sphericity distribution
of magnetite ore is subject to standard normal distribution,
which is shown in Figure 2. 0e main range of ore sphericity
is from 0.45 to 0.9; 98.2% of ore particles showed sphericities
under 0.825.

2.2.2. Size Parameter. 0e equivolumetric sphere diameter
is adopted as the equivalent size of irregular magnetite ore,
which is calculated with the volume of ore, via the following
method:

dv �
6V

π
 

1/3
, (2)

where dv is the equivalent size of irregular magnetite ore
(mm) and V the volume of irregular magnetite ore (mm3).
0e volume of irregular magnetite ore is measured with the
drainage method. 0e range of equivalent size is 23.7–
86.6mm. 0e equivalent size distribution is calculated as
shown in Figure 3.

2.3. Apparatus. Conventional DWT tests take gravitational
potential energy or impact energy as breakage energy
[3, 16, 25, 26, 27]. However, some energy could be trans-
mitted into the base of the tester when the hammer impacts
the particle, and the rebounding or downthrusting of the
hammer can consume some energy as well, so the virtual
energy used for particle breakage is less than the impact
energy. King and Bourgeois [19] and Tavares and King [7]
designed a new drop weight impact device that is called the

ultrafast load cell (UFLC).0eUFLC rod in this device is 5m
long to ensure that the reflected wave from the bottom does
not meet the original wave at the position of strain gauges.
However, this makes it difficult to be installed in the lab-
oratory, and it seems to be difficult to carry out impact tests if
the particle size is much larger than the diameter of the
UFLC rod.

Benjamin [28] put forward the calculation methods of
effective breakage energy for columnar particles based on
the UFLC. However, the ore shape in practice is much
different from a column, and the particle size in practice is
much larger than that in the experiments by Tavares and
King [7] and Benjamin [28]. 0e effective breakage energy
of ore particles of any shape with a wide range of sizes has
not yet been accurately measured or calculated. We
changed the structure of the conventional DWT to measure
the absorbed energy, which is taken as approximately the
effective breakage energy. 0e modified DWT is shown in
Figure 4. Several industrial springs (11) are set between the
base (10) and foundation (13). A displacement meter (7) is
fixed at one side of the base. A force sensor (9) is installed
between the baseplate (8) and the base (10).

0e impact energy is changed by the adjustment drop
height or the mass of the drop weight. When the drop weight
impacts the sample, the energy transmitted into the base is
converted into the initial kinetic energy of the base. 0e
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Figure 2: Sphericity distribution of magnetite ore.

Figure 1: Irregular magnetite ore samples.
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Figure 3: Equivalent size distribution of magnetite ore.
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displacement meter measures the displacement of the base
while it compresses the springs downward. 0e force is
measured by the force sensor during impact; for the purpose
of the present study, the measured results of force will be
analyzed in future studies.

After the impact event, some impact energy could be
retained as the kinetic energy of the drop weight if it re-
bounds or pitches down, which can be recorded with the
high-speed camera (up to 7960 images/s with a resolution of
1920×1080). After the rebounding of the drop weight, the
brake system starts up to prevent a second impact. 0e
effective breakage energy can be obtained by subtracting the
initial kinetic energies of the base and the drop weight after
impact, which is expressed as

Ea � EI −Edk −Ecs, (3)

where Ea is the breakage energy (J), EI the impact energy (J),
Edk the initial kinetic energy of the base (J), and Ecs the initial
kinetic energy of the drop weight after impact (J).

Before each test, the guide rods are cleaned with cleaning
agent to ensure the guide rods are smooth enough to reduce
the influence of frictional resistance as much as possible
when the drop weight is released and falls along the guide
rods under gravity. 0us, the impact energy equals the ki-
netic energy for free fall, which is given by

EI � mcgh, (4)

where mc is the mass of drop weight (kg), g the acceleration
due to gravity (m/s2), and h the drop weight (m).

0e initial kinetic energy of the base and the work done
by gravity on the base are converted to the elastic energy of
springs, which can be expressed as follows:

Edk + Wdg � ΔEe, (5)

where Wdg is the work done by gravity (J) and ΔEe the
change of elastic potential energy (J) that can be calculated
with the measured data of the displacement meter, as given
by

ΔEe �
1

2000
nK Δx + x0( 

2 − x
2
0 , (6)

where n is the number of springs, K the elasticity coefficient
(N/mm), Δx the maximum displacement that the base
moves downward (mm), and x0 the initial deformation of
the spring (mm).

0e equation for initial kinetic energy of the base is

Edk � ΔEe −mdgΔx, (7)

where md is the mass of base (kg).
0e velocity of the hammer after impact can be moni-

tored with the high-speed camera; then, the initial kinetic
energy of the hammer after impact can be calculated with
equation (8). If the velocity of the hammer after impact is
zero, the value of Ecs should be zero:
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Figure 4: Experimental setup. (a) Experimental apparatus, including drop weight tester with controller and data recorder, high-speed
camera, and a laptop. (b) Structure of drop weight tester: 1, crossbeam; 2, guide rod; 3, brake; 4, hammer beam; 5, hammerhead; 6, sample; 7,
displacement meter; 8, baseplate; 9, force sensor; 10, base; 11, industrial spring; 12, ruler; 13, foundation.
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Ecs �
1
2

mcv
2
, (8)

where v is the velocity of the hammer after impact (m/s).
Substituting equations (4), (7), and (8) into equation (5), the
equation of effective breakage energy is written as

Ea � mcgh−
1

2000
nK Δx + x0( 

2 − x
2
0  + mdgΔx−

1
2

mcv
2
.

(9)

According to the definition, the formula for specific
breakage energy can be given by
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(10)

where em is the specific breakage energy (J/kg) and m the
mass of the sample (kg).

2.4. Validation of Modified DWT. A spring with known
elastic coefficient (42.84N/mm) is chosen as the material for
validation tests because the energy absorbed by the spring is
totally converted into deformation energy that could be cal-
culated using the deformation and elastic coefficient and the
spring can be impacted repetitively.0e absorbed energy at the
time that maximumdeformation occurs could bemeasured by
the apparatus, and themaximumdeformation energy could be
calculated with equation (11). In seven separate groups of
validation tests, the impact height was set as 40, 60, 80, 100,
125, 135, and 150mm; the mass of the drop weight was 50 kg;
and the maximum deformation of the spring was recorded
with a high-speed camera (model number i-SPEED 716, iX
Cameras, UK; the photographic speed was set to 7500 images/
s), as shown in Figure 5. Five or six impacts were done in each
group of tests.0e average maximum deformation energy and
the corresponding average absorbed energy are compared in
Figure 6(a), and the relationship between the two is fitted in
Figure 6(b):

E � 5 × 10−4KΔx2
max, (11)

where E is the maximum deformation energy (J), K the
elastic coefficient (K� 42.84N/mm), and Δxmax the maxi-
mum deformation of the spring (mm).

It can be seen from Figure 6 that the average values of
maximum deformation energy calculated with equation
(11) are very close to the average values of the corre-
sponding absorbed energy that is measured with the
apparatus and that the difference ratio is only 4.9% be-
tween maximum deformation energy and corresponding
absorbed energy, indicating that the absorbed energy
calculated using the data from the modified apparatus is
accurate. 0e absorbed energy is regarded as the effective
breakage energy when crushing ore particles. 0e good
agreement shows that the apparatus and equation (9) can
be used to estimate the breakage energy satisfactorily.

2.5. Experimental Scheme. Single-particle breakage tests
were carried out on irregular magnetite ore with the
modified DWT. 0e mass of the drop weight is 50 kg. 0e
impact energy was controlled by adjusting the drop height.
0e displacement of the base was measured, and the motion
state of the hammer, loadingmode, and ore breakage process
were recorded with the high-speed camera. 0e specific
breakage energy was calculated with equation (10).

During the breakage process, the new surface area is
proportional to the work done by the external force [29]. As
with a certain particle, the more breakage energy is con-
sumed, the larger the new surface, the greater the number of
fragments, and the higher the ratio of kinetic energy of
fragments in impact energy. To analyze the effect of shape
and size on effective specific breakage energy, the ore
samples were broken into several fragments with a small
amount of fine particles having a mass ratio no larger than
10% of the mass of the initial particle. 0e fragmentation of
particles was regarded as the first fracture in the study by
Saeidi et al. [4], so it was not necessary to consider the mass
of the fine particles in the analysis of test results. 0e results
of experiments that had the same number of fragments
(n � 3, 4, 5) were chosen to establish the quantitative re-
lationship of effective specific breakage energy, ore sphe-
ricity, and equivalent size.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Breakage Results. 0e breakage results of irregular
magnetite ore under one impact were divided into three
types: the particle was not broken, the particle was broken
into several fragments, or the particle was excessively broken
into debris. 0e breakage results of the first and third types
were irrelevant in the present study; the ratios of the two
types are lower than 20% in all particles, so they were ex-
cluded from the analysis.

0e number of fragments in the first fracture ranged
from two to nine, and the probability of each fragment
number is shown in Figure 7 with photographs of the
fragments. 0e probabilities of three fragments, four
fragments, and five fragments after impact breakage are
24.62%, 23.08%, and 30.79%, respectively; those of the
others are low in the first fracture. 0e size x1 before
breakage is the equivolumetric sphere diameter of ore
particles. 0e mass of each fragment is measured after
impact; the equivolumetric sphere diameter is calculated
with fragment mass and ore density, and the median size of
the sieved particles served as the size of debris with a mass
smaller than 3 g. 0en, the average fragment size x2 was
obtained using the method of weight mean.0e sizes of ore
particles and fragments are shown in Figure 8. According
to the record of the high-speed camera, the hammer did
not rebound after impact because the hammer mainly
contacted the sample at a vertex, in a line, or at a small face
initially, and then the contact mode changed to face mode
because of the smashing of the contact part. 0e values of
breakage energy of each particle are shown in Figure 9
according to the calculation with test data using equation
(9). 0e specific breakage energy is defined as the breakage
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energy divided by particles mass, as shown in equation
(10).

3.2. Loading Mode and Specific Breakage Energy

3.2.1. Loading Mode and Breakage Process. 0e loading
modes and breakage processes of some typical samples are
shown in Figure 10 and are similar to other samples. 0e
mass of the sample in Figure 10(d) is 232 g, and the masses of

other samples in Figure 10 range from 256 to 265 g. 0e
upper end of the sample bore impact loading and the lower
end bore the counterforce of baseplate.

In Figure 10(a), the upper end of the sample bore line
loading and the lower end bore face loading. With the
prolongation of acting time, sample SQ89 deflected, the
upper contact area was smashed, and the contact area
increased; the contact area of the lower end decreased, the
fissile expanded from the lower end to the upper end,
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Figure 6: Maximum deformation energy and corresponding absorbed energy.
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Figure 5: Deformation of spring under impact at height of 60mm: (a) initial length of spring; (b) maximum deformation of spring.
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tensile fracture occurred, and fractures on the sample
surface became V shaped.

Figure 10(b) shows that the upper end contacted the
hammer at the vertex, and then the contact part was
smashed, enlarging the contact area. Sample S17 was
deflected, decreasing the contact area of the lower end with
the baseplate. 0e stress in the sample was concentrated.0e
force centre at the two ends moved to the same vertical
plane, and the tensile fracture expanded from the upper end
to lower end.

Figure 10(c) shows that the upper end bore face loading,
the contact area increased, four vertexes came into contact
with the baseplate, and the contact points were crushed to
form face loading; tensile fractures with small width oc-
curred at the centre part of sample SQ87 during impact, a
small amount of debris was produced at the impact part, and
a few small fragments were produced at the right-hand part
of the sample.

Sample S16 in Figure 10(d) took on a triangular shape
with an upper concave arc, and the loading mode of the
upper end converted from vertex loading to face loading, but
the contact area was very small; the vertex loading at the
lower end converted to be combined loading mode con-
taining vertex loading and face loading, and the tensile
fracture expanded, declining upward from the left-hand side
of the arc.

Figure 10(e) shows that sample SQ90 bore vertex loading
at the upper end and multivertex loading at the lower end; a
large degree of deflection occurred during impact, the
contact area became larger at the upper end, the contact
vertexes vanished at the left-hand side of the lower end, and
then face loading occurred; multitensile fractures were
brought about from the left-hand side to the right-hand side
of the sample and expanded upward from the lower end.

Above all, the irregular particles cannot maintain a
contact mode with the hammer and baseplate because the
vertex loading or line loading converts to face loading at the
upper end before macroscopic fracture, and multimodes of
loading occur at the lower end according to ore shape and
deflection degree. Face loading is helpful for ore breakage.
0e main breakage pattern is tensile fracture because the
tensile strength is much lower than compression strength,
and the sample converts from an unstable state to the state at
which tensile fracture occurs easily.

3.2.2. Relationship between Loading Mode and Specific
Breakage Energy. It can be seen from Figures 10(a)–10(c)
that the loading mode significantly affects the specific
breakage energy with the same number of fragments and
approximate ore mass. 0e sphericity of sample SQ89 is 3%
different from that of sample S17, which shows that the
irregularity of the two is close to each other, but the dif-
ference in specific energy is 32%. SQ89 consumed less energy
because of the small smashing degree at the part of line
loading; S17 consumed more energy because the smashing
degree is larger at the part of vertex loading and the impact
time is prolonged. 0e shape of SQ87 is irregular massive; it
is difficult to bring about tensile fracture, and the crushing
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Figure 10: Continued.
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degree of the bulge at the lower end is greater, which
consumes higher specific energy than SQ89 and S17.

According to the comparison between Figures 10(a) and
10(d), the crushing degrees of contact parts of SQ89 and S16
with the hammer and bottom plate are small. 0e place state
of S16 forms the loading mode of a cantilever, which makes
it easy to fracture through tensile stress; it has a higher
fragmentation degree even though it consumes less energy.

Figures 10(b) and 10(e) show that the upper ends of S17
and SQ90 bear vertex loading, the upper end of S17 bears
face loading after smashing the contact part, and then tensile
fracture occurs and S17 deflects on a small scale. SQ90 bears
face loading after deflection; it has significant tensile frac-
ture, and then the upper end is smashed; the breakage degree
of SQ90 under lower specific energy is much higher than that
of S17.

Figures 10(c) and 10(e) show that the crushing degrees
differ from each other greatly, even though the sphericities of
the two samples are the same; the mass difference is only

1.5% and the initial loading modes are similar. During
impact, SQ87 does not deflect, but SQ90 deflects to the state
in which it is easy to bring about tensile fracture; the specific
breakage energy of SQ90 is 0.73 times that of SQ87, but SQ90
has a higher crushing degree.

Above all, the loading mode has great influence on
specific breakage energy during the impact breakage process;
specific energy is mostly consumed under vertex loading.
0e larger the initial loading area is, the smaller the scale on
which the contact part is smashed in the early stage of the
crushing process, and the less energy that is consumed for
fragmentation. 0e shape or placement state that is con-
ductive to tensile fracture can help reduce the specific energy
that is needed in fragmentation.

3.3. Shape Factor and Specific Energy. As with one specific
kind of ore from one specific place, mineral composition and
inner structure change little in different samples; a

(d)

(e)

Figure 10: Photographs of impact breakage process recorded by high-speed camera. (a) Sample code is SQ89, mass is 259 g, sphericity is 0.64,
specific breakage energy is 169 J/kg, and fragment number is three. (b) Sample code is S17, mass is 265 g, sphericity is 0.66, specific breakage
energy is 248.7 J/kg, and fragment number is three. (c) Sample code is SQ87, mass is 256 g, sphericity is 0.74, specific breakage energy is 305.1 J/
kg, and fragment number is three. (d) Sample code is S16, mass is 232 g, sphericity is 0.579, specific breakage energy is 128.4 J/kg, and fragment
number is four. (e) Sample code is SQ90, mass is 260 g, sphericity is 0.74, specific breakage energy is 223.7 J/kg, and fragment number is five.
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hypothesis could be proposed that the influence of mineral
composition and inner structure can be ignored because the
effect of shape on breakage is greater than that of mineral
composition and inner structure [13]. Because samples of
the same size were difficult to collect, the difference in the
particle sizes of magnetite ore was fixed at 5% to analyze the
effect of shape on specific breakage energy and to establish
the quantitative relationship between shape parameter and
specific breakage energy.

0e experimental data with the same fragment numbers
were chosen to plot the scatter graphs of particle sphericity and
specific breakage energy. 0e fragment numbers three, four,
and five are shown in Figure 11. 0e linear relationship be-
tween sphericity and specific breakage energy was fitted, which
shows that specific breakage energy increases with increasing
sphericity. 0e particle consumes more specific breakage
energy if the shape is closer to spherical because the probability
of vertex loading is higher. Zheng et al. [11] pointed out that
the sphere particle bearing vertex loading bears smallest
maximum wall force and has a lower breakage degree com-
pared with face loading and edge loading when the velocity is
16m/s. Zhou et al. [10] found that the integrity of particles is
higher after impact if the particle shape is closer to spherical.

Sphericity describes the shape of particles, such as
spheres, cubes, and elongated or flaky shape, and it is an
index of the irregularity of particles. Afshar et al. [13] used
waste rocks, recycled concreted aggregate, and crushed brick
to carry out single-particle crushing tests, showing that the
average yielding points of bulky particles with sphericities
ranging from 0.8 to 0.84 are 2.45, 3.32, and 2.9 times that of
elongated particles with sphericities ranging from 0.7 to 0.71,
and the vertical displacements of bulky particles are much
larger than those of elongated particles. It can be concluded
that the bulky particles with higher sphericity consumemore
energy to be fragmented than the elongated particles with
smaller sphericity. 0e work by Tavares and King [7] also
indicated that the strength and stiffness of particles decrease
with more irregular particle shape. It can be inferred that
shape influences the breakage energy by changing the me-
chanical properties of irregular particles. In addition, if the
shape of ore is more irregular, tensile fracture is easier to
achieve. Because the tensile strength of magnetite is only
one-tenth the compression stress, the energy consumed in
tensile fracture is much less than that consumed in com-
pression breakage.

It can be seen that the specific breakage energy of
particles with smaller sphericity is smaller when the particle
size is fixed within a small range. According to the fitting
results of specific breakage energy and sphericity, an em-
pirical formula for the two is proposed as follows:

em � k1 + k2ψ, (12)

where em is specific breakage energy (J/kg), k1 and k2 are
coefficients, and ψ is the sphericity.

3.4. Initial Size of Ore and Specific Breakage Energy. 0e
relationship between specific breakage energy and particle
size is analyzed from the aspect of energy theory of ore

breakage. According to the size-dependent breakage model
provided by Shi and Kojovic [30], the equation of specific
energy that is required to crush ore from size d to the degree
of t10 can be induced as follows [31, 32]:

Ecs �
ln 1− t10/M( 

−3.6p · d(1−q)
, (13)

where Ecs is specific energy (kW·h/t); t10 is the cumulative
percentage of product passing one-tenth of the initial par-
ticle size (%); M, p, and q are fitting constants from a set of
breakage test data; and d is the initial size of particle (mm).
0e value of q is within (0, 1) in most cases.

It can be seen from equation (13) that the relationship
of specific breakage and initial size can be expressed in
equation (14) with the fixed breakage index t10. With the
increase in the initial size of a particle, the specific
breakage energy needed decreases according to the power
formula:

Ecs∝ d
−m

, (14)

where m is the fitting index (1<m< 2).
Equation (14) is in accordance with the theoretical re-

lationship in equation (15) proposed by Nagahama [33]. If
the exponentD in equation (15) is set to the values 3, 2.5, and
2, the relationship of specific energy and initial size meets
Kick energy theory [34], Bond energy theory [17], and Von
Rittinger energy theory [35], respectively:

E∝ r
D−3

, (15)

where E is breakage energy per unit mass for fracturing (J/kg),
r the initial size of the brittle particle (mm), and D the fractal
dimension of fracture surface (2<D< 3). Gutsche and
Fuerstenau [36] broke irregular rock within a rigidly mounted
roll mill and put forward a similar relationship between
specific breakage energy and average initial size of feed.

According to the former studies, we believe that there
exists a relationship with the power formula between the
initial size of ore and specific breakage that is needed to
crush the ore particle to some degree:

e � cr
−k

, (0< k< 1). (16)

To analyze the effect of initial size of ore particles on
specific breakage energy, the experimental data were chosen,
and the difference in sphericity is limited to 10%.0e scatter
graphs of initial size and breakage energy were plotted, and
the relationship of the two is fitted with equation (16), which
is shown in Figure 12.0e fragment numbers are three, four,
and five, respectively, in Figure 12 as well. 0e fitting results
prove that the relationship between initial size and breakage
energy meets a negative power formula. With the increase of
the initial size of particles, the specific breakage energy
decreases, in agreement with the test result with quartz and
limestone in the work by King and Bourgeois [19]. Tavares
and King [7] insisted that the fracture energy is sensitive to
particle structure such as critical cracks and flaws in high-
stress zones in the material. 0e decrease in the size of
particles leads to the decrease in the size of the largest
microcrack, which results in the larger specific fracture
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energies at smaller particle sizes, and the relationship be-
tween particle size and mass-specific fracture energy can be
described by a power law derived from Hertzian contact
theory and Weibull’s weakest link criterion.

0e studies by Banini [22] and Shi [31, 32] can also
support the relationship between specific breakage energy
and particle size. 0e specific breakage energy that is needed
to crush ore to some degree depends on the ore competence
indicator (A·b). According to the database of ore breakage,
the larger the value of (A·b) is, the less energy the frag-
mentation of ore consumes per unit mass. 0e study by
Taşdemir [37] showed that larger particles are easier to crush
than smaller particles because the fragmentation probability
rises with increasing particle size.

0e empirical relationship between specific breakage
energy and initial size of irregular magnetite ore is expressed
by equation (17). 0e indexes in the fitted formula in Fig-
ure 10 are on average −0.5 (−0.521 for n � 3, −0.402 for
n � 4, and −0.588 for n � 5), which indicates that the re-
lationship between specific breakage energy and initial size
meets equation (15) when D equals 2.5:

em � cd
−0.5
v , (17)

where c is the fitting constant and dv the initial size of ore
(mm).

3.5. Comprehensive Relationship among Specific Breakage,
Energy Shape, and Size. According to the quantitative re-
lationship among specific breakage energy, sphericity, and
initial size of magnetite ore, a model is proposed to express
the comprehensive effect of size and shape on specific
breakage energy, which is expressed by

em � z1d
−0.5

+ z2ψ − q, (18)

where z1 represents size constants, z2 is a shape constant, and
q is an energy constant.

0e data from experiments whose fragment numbers are
three, four, and five were fitted with equation (18). 0e fitted
results are listed in Table 1, showing that the shape and initial
size of particles have obvious effects on specific breakage
energy jointly. 0e formulas are listed in Table 1, the co-
efficients of magnetite particle size and sphericity are pos-
itive numbers, and the exponent of magnetite particle size is
−0.5, which shows that the specific breakage energy increases
with decreasing particle size and increasing sphericity at the
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Figure 11: Relationship between specific breakage energy and sphericity.
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same time. 0e irregular particles with lower sphericity on
the anvil tend to convert and have tensile fracture resulting
in smaller specific energy consumed in breakage. Unland
and Al-Khasawneh [15] found that reduction of the collision
velocity caused by the orientation phase during impact
reduces transferred energy of irregular particles. Larger
particles require smaller specific energy for fracture because
of a smaller crack density per unit volume [22]. 0e mass-
specific crushing energy and particle sizes have a reduction
relationship in a power law [38]. 0erefore, the greater ir-
regularity and larger initial size of particles are all helpful for
particle fragmentation with smaller specific energy.

0e specific breakage energy of particles determines the
estimation of minimum energy consumption in commi-
nution according to Tavares [6], and it is significantly af-
fected by size and shape; hence, the dual effects of shape and
initial size should be considered in the study of the char-
acteristics of breakage energy of irregular particles in re-
sponse to individual impacts.

According to the comprehensive relationship model of
specific breakage energy, sphericity, and initial size, if the feed
in practice has amore irregular shape and larger initial size, the
input power could be reduced to decrease energy consumption
per unit mass of ore and improve energy efficiency if the size
distribution of fragments is fixed. During ore dressing, specific

breakage energy rises rapidly with decreasing ore size [39].0e
production capacity of flaky, acicular, or long columnar
fragments should be improved to reduce the sphericity of the
product in the former breakage stage through the optimization
of the crushing machinery or breakage method. 0en, it is
possible to reduce the specific breakage energy consumed by
ore particles with smaller sizes in the later stage, and the energy
efficiency in the later breakage stage can hopefully be im-
proved under the condition that the particle size distribution
of two adjacent stages is fixed.

Narrow-size particles were broken into several fragments
under drop weight tests to have the same breakage degree for
establishing the quantitative relationship among specific
breakage energy, sphericity, and initial size, so further study
considering fragment size distribution will be done with a
wider range of initial particle sizes to provide more detailed
guidance for reducing mass-specific breakage energy and
improving energy efficiency in mechanical crushing.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, we attempted to reveal the effect of
shape and initial size of irregular particles on specific
breakage energy. Impact experiments of single-particle
breakage were carried out with a modified DWT to
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Figure 12: Relationship between specific breakage energy and initial size.
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measure the effective specific breakage energy of irregular
magnetite ore. Magnetite ore with different shapes had
different loading modes and different breakage processes. A
significant relationship exists among ore sphericity, initial
size, and specific breakage of irregular ore. 0e main con-
clusions are summarized as follows:

(1) Face loading is helpful to the breakage of irregular
particles, the main breakage style is tensile fracture,
and the samples that are not placed stably convert to
the state in which it is easy to bring about tensile
fracture. 0e specific breakage energy is lower if the
initial loading area is larger or the shape or placement
state of particles is more conducive to tensile fracture.

(2) 0e specific breakage energy has a linear relationship
with the sphericity of irregular particles; the specific
breakage energy increases with increasing sphericity,
which indicates a more regular shape of particles,
e.g.,bulky particles. 0e relationship between initial
particle size and specific breakage energy is a power
function with an exponent of −0.5; with increasing
initial particle size, the specific breakage energy
decreases.

(3) 0e specific breakage energy of irregular particles is
affected by both shape and initial size. 0e com-
prehensive relationship among specific breakage
energy, sphericity, and initial size is established based
on the experimental results. 0e design of input
power of the crushing machinery and the optimi-
zation of crushing technology should be performed
considering the influences of shape and initial size of
particles to reduce specific energy consumption
during ore processing, and further study is still re-
quired to provide more detailed guidance.
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